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Top marketers document
their marketing strategy.
Marketers who document strategy are 538% more likely to report success than those who don’t.

Top marketers document
their marketing processes.
Marketers who document process are 466% more likely to report success than those who don’t.

Top marketers set goals.
Marketers who set goals are 429% more likely to report success than
those who don’t. And 81% of those successful, goal-setting marketers
achieve them.

Top marketers conduct audience research.
Successful marketers are 242% more likely to report conducting audience research at least once per quarter. And 56% of our study’s most
elite marketers conduct research once or more per month.

Source: https://coschedule.com/marketing-statistics

Hi there,
what you now see on your screen is an approach to gain clarity and
focus with the aim to reach your marketing goals. No matter what
type of business you have, you can add, subtract and modify this
framework to fit your specific context and needs. I really hope that
you do and get creative with this.
This ebook is a step by step guide with some helpful hints and resources to help you take your marketing to the next level. I hope this
helps you to save time, by knowing what to focus on and what to
omit from your marketing mix.
If you learn something new, enjoy this ebook or in the very best of
worlds and what I wish for, find this ebook useful. Then what I hope
you will do, is to share it with someone else that you think would appreciate and be helped by this. It’s free to spread in this PDF format
and exactly what it’s intended to be done to it. Because this is my
way of giving back to the wonderful world and community of the
internet, that has taught me so much, connected me with so many
great people and enabled me to make a living out what I love to do
the most - find creative solutions to challenges and help other people
reach their goals.

Some of the contens in this ebook was originally
part of a digital publication that I wrote 2012,
called Easy Digital Marketing.

Ten reasons why a marketing
strategy will help you reach
your business goals.
You will know what and how to prioritize, and which of your target

With a marketing strategy in place:
1.

groups that are the most profitable to focus your time and
resources on.
You will know what resources are required to handle your

2.

marketing activities in such a way that they reach your overall goals and objectives.
Your business decision-making process is based on previous

3.

insights and lessons from earlier. You avoid the trap of doing
what you have always done.
Your marketing team will know what and why to post in

4.

what specific channel. Thus avoiding duplication of content
in all your channels. Because they know the purpose and
does, therefore, use the full potential, in terms of relevance,
context and behaviour for your different target audiences in each specific channel.
Your business has the ability to link offline and online activi-

5.

ties as well as how and why some tools should be used for
maximized impact.

6.

It is clear to your organisation how your digital presence fits in

7.

Your marketing department has a holistic approach of differ-

and supports your business model and goals.

ent phases for you and your customer and plan marketing
activities accordingly. You are in control of how much budget
is allocated to increase awareness to activities with the aim to
increase customer loyalty.

8.

If you don’t have a strategy in place, you operate purely here
and now lacking alignment with your long term vision, goal
and purpose. When your marketing team launch or do an
activity, you are unable to answer why and to whom do we do
this.

9.

Without a marketing strategy your business marketing is not
integrated and do not use data, insights and other information
between channels and platforms, to use budgets more effectively or to achieve relevance in your message to your customers, depending on where they are in their decision-making
process towards a purchase – and beyond.

10.

With a marketing strategy in place, you can follow up if the
activities and investments you do for your business. You know
what each and every marketing activity do to move your business forward and support your overall business plan and goal.
You know how to optimize and improve activities on a regular
basis to gain new lessons and an advantage against your competitors.

The worksheet
A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR MARKETING SUCCESS
1

Define the current situation
2

Define your challenges
3

Define your objectives and KPIs
4

Define your target audiences
5

Define your method, processes, roles
and responsibilities
6

Define the channels where you will reach your
potential and existing customers
7

Define your budget
8

Define your tools
9

Define your organisational needs
10

Outline your plan for the year

A

marketing strategy will create clarity within your organisation. To focus and prioritise the right marketing activities
with the aim to reach your business goals. In this current
attention economy, your marketing strategy will be the

beacon that helps you navigate all the opportunities and possibilities
that are especially plenty within the digital marketing space today.

Your marketing strategy should at least answer some of the
following questions for your business:
• Where are we today?
• What is our market like right now?
• What should our marketing and communication activities
achieve? And support?
• To whom? How, what message and when? Where? Should we communicate?
• What tools and resources do we need to reach the goals?
• How do we define and measure our success?
• What is required of the organization?
• What trends are affecting our business, vertical, customer and our
communication?

Outlined below is a basic framework for a marketing strategy, step by
step, which anyone can create for their business and brand. Regardless of the size.

The 10 steps to creating a
solid and successful marketing strategy
This section will guide you through the process of researching and
writing a marketing strategy. The template which is used in this section is also available to download. You’ll find the link in the very end,
together with some other helpful links.
					
Of course, you can subtract or add what makes sense and is relevant
for your specific business context, needs and challenges.
STEP 1

Define the current situation
					
To be able to set realistic goals for your marketing activities take a
look at where your business is right now. This helps you set realistic
goals and well as enables you to define how to take your business
from where it is today - to where you want to be in the future.
First, you select a few overarching categories, that are important to
your business. Below are a few examples of such:
• Brand awareness
• Market share
• Sales
• Customer acquisition and retention
• Online presence

Once you selected the overarching categories that are relevant to
your business, define where the business is positioned today in relation to each category.
Use whatever data and information you have access to, to define and
capture the current situation.

Example of an online shop, specializing in selling organic
beauty products:
Brand awareness
• 3 press mentions last year
• Low awareness about the brand within target groups
• Brand search is only 20% of traffic in AdWords account

Sales
• An average of 10 orders per day.
• Average order value of: €120
• Average basket size: 3 items
• Return rate: 15%
• Basket abandonment rate: 65%
Market share
• There is an untapped potential in increasing the market
space for this particular niche
Customer acquisition and
retention
• CRM database with 5 000
customers
• Only 50% of customers
return and make a purchase
again
Online presence
• 20 % returning visitors versus
80% new visitors
• Low search volume on brand
name
• High cost for customer acquisition
• Few mentions in social media
• Low referral traffic

STEP 2

Define your challenges
What are the current challenges that your business is facing? Capture
and list them. Your marketing activities are key in supporting to solve
these as well.
For the fictional online shop, selling organic beauty products it can
look like this:
The last 6 months a decrease in sales are noted
Increased competition from mass market brands
No dedicated team members to handle specific digital channels that
require higher attention and presence such as social media
Uneven distribution of sales throughout the year with three main
peaks.

STEP 3				

Define your objectives and KPIs
Once you have a clear picture of the current situation, set the objectives that your marketing and communications activities should support. Add a tangible metric to each objective so that you can measure and follow-up on progress. In this section, you can also include
any long term vision that you may have for your business. As each
objective should move you forward towards achieving this vision.
This could be:
							
1. Increase brand awareness.
KPI: measure by increasing search on the brand name from X to Y.
2. Increase relevant traffic from Y to Z to the website
KPI: traffic from target groups to website
3. Increase the daily orders from X to Y
KPI: daily conversion rate
4. Increase in email database with X% new subscribers
KPI: amount of new subscribers

5. Increase repeat orders from existing customers by Z%
KPI: customer lifetime value and amount of orders per customer
throughout the year
6. Increase customer retention rate by Z%
KPI: reduced customer churn rate
7. Decrease basket abandonments with X%
KPI: basket abandonment rate

STEP 4

Define your target audience
					
Who is your customer? What do you know about them? Gather customer insights and create customer profiles or personas to really get
to know your customers.
This exercise helps your marketing team to get a better understanding of your customers, where to find them and ultimately how to
create relevant marketing and content to connect with them. Once
you know this, it’s so much easier to position your brand in the right
places, at the right time, either on or offline.
							

			

An example of a more detailed customer description for a larger customer segment for our fictional organic online store:
Women, aged 30-50		
Interested in: fashion, travel, health, career, beauty, fitness etc

Prefers organic food, supports their local
shops, buys nutritional supplements.

Worldviews: Cares about their appearances, make sustainable choices when
purchasing products, without compromising on quality nor performance. They
want clean products that are ethically
made. Fairtrade. It’s important for them

to make good choices.

To feel good about themselves are as important as taking care of their appearances, such as dressing well and applying make-up.
Advocates for human rights and equality.

Lives in larger cities throughout Europe.

Average income per year: £ - € XYZ

Spends an average of: 10% of their income each year on beauty products or
beauty related purchases

Highly likely to work in the following sectors: marketing, fashion, media or run their
own businesses.

Reads: ELLE, Vogue, Vanity Fair, Stylist, Porter, SheerLuxe

Media habits: Pinterest for inspiration, listens to podcasts, watch YouTube vlogs on
fashion, beauty, lifestyle and fitness.

Listens to: podcasts such as Long Story Short, Overnight Success and Titled.

They visit websites which relates to: news, fashion, lifestyle, travel, beauty, wellness,
health and spa

Likes other brands such as: Essie, The Ordinary, Origins, Zara, Stella McCartney.
(identify complementary brands to your product that you could possibly collaborate with)

STEP 5

Define your method, processes,
roles and responsibilities
This section brings clarity within your organisation to how you will
work together to reach the goals and objectives outlined above.
This section should include in short:
• Team - what roles and whom, is responsible for what area?
• Processes - any processes in terms of workflow and final say before launch or similar
• Methods - any specific methods you will adhere to in relation
to what? For example an agile approach with sprint planning for
your website, evaluation and follow up of marketing activities and
their results.
• Suppliers - if you have any suppliers, you can list them here together with their responsibilities
Try not to make this section too complicated and extensive. Keep it
short and straight to the point. The purpose is to give you, your team
and anyone new to it an overview.

STEP 6

Define the channels where you will reach your
potential and existing customers
Where can you find your target audience? Select the best channels
and platforms where you should focus your organization’s resources
in terms of time and money.
When selecting channels to focus on, it’s beneficial to take a step
back and view this from a holistic perspective. In today’s context, all
channels work together. Your activities should be based on your potential customers journey towards making a purchase. Therefore they
vary in relevance depending on where in the customer journey your
customer is at the time. If you do not
have a detailed customer journey for
your customers, then you can use a
customer journey framework to plan
your activities with.
The see, think, do and care - a framework is a useful tool in when viewing
this from an overarching perspective.
This framework helps you to identify

Listen to your
customers,
not your
competitors.”
– Joel Spolsky

how and when to use each channel,
what message to use, in terms of helping your potential customer
along their journey towards making a purchase.

SEE

THINK

DO

CARE

					
See - awareness for your business and relevant for customer acquisition activities.
Think - evaluation of options. This is where you need to convince your
customer to choose your brand.

What you do first is to list all the channels, platforms etc that you either have or want to utilize. Then you do the following exercise:
Name of channel or platform
Purpose: why is it relevant for your business and brand to be present
here?
Goal: what goal are the presence and activities suppose to reach?
Primary KPI: how you measure the impact of your activities and if you
reach your goals?
An example:
Twitter
Purpose: use for customer support and conversations as our customers expect us to be present here and answer questions.
Goal: capture customer queries in regards to products, orders and
any questions that they may have.
KPI’s: customer satisfaction scores and response times to queries.

STEP 7

Define your budget
How much money do you have at your disposal? And where do you
need to focus your efforts? Instead of allocating your budget over a
twelve month period, revisit your overarching goals. With these in
mind. Allocate a percentage of your budget according to the See,
think, do and care framework mentioned above.
If the business you are marketing is just starting out, then my guess
is that you need to spend both more of your marketing budget and
time on activities that drive brand awareness for customer acquisition. Which entails a higher focus of efforts in the See phase. To attract attention and visitors to your website, which you then can start
to process through tactics such as retargeting and so forth.
If you operate in a seasonal vertical, take account for this as well
in your budget process to ensure you spend your money wisely
throughout the year.
Unsure about the budget? do some research about the pricing on
different websites, networks and so forth to get a general idea of how
to set a budget for the year. If you have a CPA - cost per acquisition you can use this as a tool to calculate how much budget you need to
reach a customer acquisition goal.

STEP 8

Define your tools
In this section, you define what tools you have today, what they are
used for. As well as identifying what additional tools your business
need and what they will support.
For our fictional store, selling organic beauty products, it can look like
this:
Existing tools
CRM - stores all our customer and purchase data. To be used in lieu of
other marketing activities to increase relevance.
Banner flow - for dynamic banners, creates relevance in our marketing and communication

New tools required
Google Optimize to improve key landing pages and the conversion
path and process to increase orders and reduce cart abandonment
rate.

STEP 9

Define your organisational needs
					
Once you have gotten this far in your work in creating your marketing
strategy, you will start to get an idea of what is required of your organisation to make this happen.
Do you need a consultant? Hire someone? Or require help from a
digital agency or service supplier to ease the workload on your organisation?

STEP 10

Outline your plan for the year

				

In this section, you outline your plan for the year in terms of overarching
promotions, content, message and channels. Using monthly or even
quarterly instalments.

A closing word on how to evaluate and optimize
					
Evaluating your marketing activities does not have to be a chore that
takes a lot of time, quite the contrary. By investing in a simple digital
reporting tool such as Google Data Studio or a custom view/dashboard in Google Analytics you can highlight the overarching KPI’s
from your marketing strategy. This will ensure your marketing team
have their eyes on the goal and will enable them to follow up on the
KPI’s in their daily work.

Key advice on working with
digital marketing

W

hen you work with digital marketing I have a few words
of advice and encouragement.

Iterate - rather than creating a large scale project and then releasing
it online, make one simple first version, launch and then iterate towards something more advanced. Due to the pace of digital marketing and the technological advancements that are in a constant flow
now, customer behaviours and expectations change frequently. To
keep up with this pace you focus and work iteratively.
Test and measure everything - especially working with digital marketing. An activity can yield instant and measurable results - if something didn’t work - just pause an activity, analyze the data, learn from
it and try something new.
You will learn new things every day - however, empower yourself with
the basic and essential information on each topic. Then add to your
knowledge as you go along. You don’t need to know everything on
day one, just the basics - and invest in the services from skilled people who can help you.
								
Identify non-competitive complimentary brands to exchange services
and work with if you are on a shoestring budget and just starting out.
You can do everything from guest posts, swap banner space with
each other to cross promotions.
					
Don’t forget that your website is where the magic happens - you
invest in driving traffic to it. Ensure it’s relevant enough to convert visitors to customers. Google Optimize is free - use it and work continuously on making improvements on key pages in your customers path

to purchase.
					
Apply a purpose and goal to each activity, don’t just be on twitter for
the sake of it - use it for something. Make sure every activity you do
or invest in has a purpose and thought behind it. As well as a way to
measure and follow up on the results.
					
Be conscious about the value you can give to your customers, either
it is through free perks, delights or advice. Modern marketing is all
about adding value to other people’s lives and creating experiences
and change.
					
Increasing traffic and likes have no value in themselves. It is what you
DO with the traffic on your website or the fans that matter. Connect
and build authentic relationships.
Use customer data - when possible and with the consent from the
customers of course. Utilizing customer data in various digital marketing platforms will enable you to be more relevant in both your targeting and messaging.
							
Do you have a disaster you don’t want to deal with or have been putting off for a long time? Hire someone temporarily to deal with it. This
way you can focus on the more important tasks.
				
Don’t be afraid of making mistakes - that’s a valuable lesson learned
on your way towards discovering what works and what doesn’t - for
your business.

Resources
To help you take your marketing activities to the next level, you will
need nifty templates, such as the worksheet used in this ebook, planning tools and resources for both insight and inspiration. Therefore
I’ve compiled a list for you, with both further reading and listening
that will help you on your way.

Templates

Save time and download the marketing strategy template:
https://goo.gl/R2mFCG
Map out your customer journeys: https://goo.gl/rtsQQn
Create customer-centric content with my workshop framework:
https://goo.gl/LTa7Ra
Define your KPIs: https://goo.gl/SiyjAV
Roadmap: https://goo.gl/R1kT11

Podcasts

Akimbo - Seth Godins podcast: https://goo.gl/rVs7Lt
Marketing School - for keeping up with the latest marketing
tactics and developments: https://goo.gl/RLGdSg
Long story Short - with Bobbi Brown: https://goo.gl/eXQuws
Overnight Success with Rodial founder Maria Hatzistefanis
https://goo.gl/bf8DbH

Books

Predictably Irrational – Dan Ariely
Business Stripped Bare – Richard Branson
All Marketers are liars – Seth Godin
The Jelly Effect – Andy Bounds
Do Cool Sh*t – Miki Agrawal

Links

A directory of useful tools, resources and other digital assets:
https://goo.gl/gCjEBe

For great photos for your marketing at Unsplash:
https://goo.gl/B96Yco

Take a marketing class at Skillshare: https://goo.gl/2mueAD

Hi
I made this!
Let me know how you got on, what you thought or if you have any
feedback. Drop me a line on marketingstrategy@veronicastenberg.
com, follow me on Linkedin or visit my website for more resources,
tools and worksheets www.veronicastenberg.com

I’d love to hear from you so don’t be a stranger! :)
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Share this PDF
If you like this or found this eBook useful, please share this.
It’s free to share and is created in the hope that this will
be of service to others.

